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Agenda

Myth Busting

Why do we want renewables?

How can we become a sustainable 
island?

Questions & Answers
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Truth:

Wind and Sun are free
Only cost is financing
Similar cost to a new power plant

Power Purchase Agreements:
- Oil: 18 cents
- Wind: 8 - 15 cents
- Solar: 17 - 40 cents
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Truth:

- Kaheawa Wind was built in months

- Solar PV is built 1 MW per month

- Germany adds more renewable 
   energy per year than all of Hawaii
   needs.
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Truth:

- It is our main way out of recession

- Major industrial sector

- Could be financed by oil savings



Environmental impact

2.2 million tons of 
CO2 emitted by 
Maui residents.

4 pounds CO2 per 
hour per person, 
19 tons per year

flights add approx. 
5 million tons/yr or 
42 tons per year
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The Cost of Oil

$700 million oil bill for 
Maui

About $260 million oil 
for electricity. Last July 
$1 million per day.

State-wide $7.5 billion 
to oil producers equals 
tourism income
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Electric company

$350 million annual revenue, $11.8 m earnings
$260 million cost of oil
9% energy from wind , 8% from bagasse, 
<1% from solar (280 net metered systems)



Switching to clean energy…



Same savings as 300,000 Priuses
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How can we do this?

Set goal of 100% renewable energy 
by 2020. Mayor Tavares: 95%.
Build wind farms and solar systems
Integrate these non-firm energy 
sources through batteries
Switch to electric cars
Use sugar cane to provide energy 
when wind (and sun) stop
Total cost approx: $1 - 1.5 billion
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Public involvement
needs education and leadership

Government pressure
Lingle: 70% (40% ren.) by 2030 statewide
Tavares: 95% by 2020 on Maui

Meco/Heco self-interest 
get paid for connecting renewables

Investors / Project builders
need opportunity to build

>>>> Feed-In Tariff <<<<



Example: Germany

Created Feed-In Tariff in year 2000
300,000 jobs created
18% of country renewable in 2008
45% renewable by 2030
Half of all the solar and wind 
installations in the world

Cost: $1 addl. cost per person/month
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Feed-In Tariff?  FIT
Pays a fixed amount per kWh 
Guarantees it for the next 20 years
Guarantees that renewable projects 
get connected to the grid
Makes investment possible and so 
creates a sustainable future

PUC is working on a Hawaii FIT with 
target date September 2009.
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Feed-in Tariff and the PUC

Governor and Heco agreed to create 
a FIT by July 31, 2009
First state with a FIT
PUC plays leading role
Heco submitted proposal
Intervenors are creating proposal
April: Discussions
July: first PUC decision
September: PUC issues FIT 14



2008 $0.43
2009 $0.46
2010 $0.50
2011 $0.53
2012 $0.57
2013 $0.62
2014 $0.66
2015 $0.71
2016 $0.77
2017 $0.82
2018 $0.89
2019 $0.95
2020 $1.02
2021 $1.10
2022 $1.18

Consider the future:



2023 $1.27
2024 $1.37
2025 $1.47
2026 $1.58
2027 $1.70
2028 $1.83
2029 $1.96
2030 $2.11
2031 $2.27
2032 $2.44
2033 $2.62
2034 $2.82
2035 $3.03
2036 $3.26
2037 $3.50

Solar Power is still $0.30 !!
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We have the money!

The employee retirement system 
(ERS) of the State of Hawaii has over 
$8 billion in investments.
...and just lost $3 billion (27%) ...
HCEI has estimated the cost to build 
a renewable energy infrastructure at 
$16 billion.
Let’s keep the money in Hawaii and 
create a fund to invest in our energy!
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The Berkeley FIRST model

County finances solar on your roof
Gets good interest rates as a bond
Paid for by increased property taxes
Saves more money than it costs
When house is sold, system stays

Let’s bring it to Maui!
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In Summary

Maui can be on renewable energy by 
2020, mostly by 2015
Supported on all political levels
Public involvement is essential

Education, Involvement, Action
Feed-in Tariff is important tool
Financing could be provided locally 
through retirement savings.
Berkeley model helps homeowners.
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Questions....?
 


